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The view from the
barber’s chair

Lyell Marks

Staff Writer

If connecting to the Internet inside
SJSU classrooms doesn’t work in the coming weeks, your computer may not be to
blame.
The CSU-wide Infrastructure Terminal
Resource Project II project will continue
through the beginning of April at SJSU in
an effort to improve the wireless network
and replace the outdated Cisco equipment, according to the ITRP II website.
“We are now working on fine-tuning
the existing wireless network,” Jaime Sanchez stated in an e-mail. “Our wireless upgrade was performed at the beginning of
last year.”
The project is more than halfway complete after starting in November of last
year, but some buildings on campus have
not received the wireless tune-up.
Sanchez, SJSU’s senior director of network services, was unable to be reached
with further questions regarding the project.
During the maintenance period, students and faculty in the buildings being
worked on will not have access to wireless services, but can still connect from
other locations on campus, according to
the website.
The project is a Cisco networking
equipment upgrade that has been split
into six alphabetical phases. Phase A began in November and the project is now
in the beginning stages of Phase E, according to the network services schedule.
The upgrade, which started last year,
replaced the old 6500 series switches at
SJSU with new fan trays and supervisor
cards, according to the website.
After Phase E is set to be complete by
March 24, the final installation (Phase F)
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Frank Annino cuts the hair of Steve Ferrari inside Spartan Barbershop.

Alex Wara
Staff Writer

W

hen there are no customers, Frank Annino sits and
waits in his quiet shop. Throughout the shop are

memories of the past and hope for the future. It’s as if Annino
has hung his life on the walls, making his shop a second home,
an extended part of himself.
see BARBER page 3

see WIRELESS page 2

SJSU alumna reveals the ‘FACS’ behind ‘Lie To Me’
Staff Writer
Dr. Cal Lightman is an expert
in facial expression measurement — the slightest twitch
of your face is liable to reveal
to him a whole host of things
never intended to escape the
confines of your psyche.
Lightman, however, is only
a fictional character on Fox’s
television show “Lie to Me.”
The real expert is Erika
Rosenberg, Ph.D., an SJSU
alumna and one of the resident
facial expression experts behind the science on the show.
“As a scientist, it’s weird to
be working in Hollywood,”
Rosenberg said to a packed
lecture auditorium in Duncan
Hall late Wednesday night.
“Lie to Me,” in its third season on Fox, is a primetime drama about the life and work of

College of Engineering sponsors
China trip to expand students’
cultural perspectives
Whitney Ellard

Staff Writer

Shirene Niksadat

Professor:
Be more than
just a tourist

deception detection expert Dr.
Cal Lightman. The character is
loosely based and inspired by
Dr. Paul Ekman — one of the
major pioneers in the research
behind facial expressions of
emotion. Ekman also happens
to have been Rosenberg’s mentor in grad school.
Rosenberg said Ekman was
one of two scientists who
originally developed the Facial
Action Coding System, nicknamed FACS, in 1978.
FACS can be characterized
as “every observable movement the face is capable of doing,” she said. It is a system that
codes nearly any anatomically
possible facial expression and
deconstructs them into specific
action units that are indicators
of specific emotions. The system’s manual is more than 500
pages in length, providing action units and Dr. Ekman’s interpretations of their meanings.

Junior psychology major
Asia Casino said that in addi-

“Out of all of the
cop and crime
genres, this one is
definitely the best,”
he said. “It’s great
because it is all
based purely on
science.”
Jacob Harris

Sophomore psychology
major
tion to receiving extra credit in
two of her psychology classes

by attending, she is also very interested in the science behind
facial expressions and their relationship to emotions.
As a fan of the show, Casino
said she is also a “big crimeshow fanatic” and was therefore excited for the lecture.
The system also lists happiness, sadness, surprise, fear,
anger, disgust and contempt as
facial expressions that are universally recognized across different cultures, Rosenberg said
— they are a set of basic emotions common to all humans,
using the same core facial muscles or action units.
“They are fundamentally human,” she said.
Adding some authority
“Lie to Me” primarily uses
the science behind facial expression measurement as a

see SHOW page 2

Twenty-three SJSU students from all
of the university’s colleges are expected to
travel to China for two weeks this summer
as part of the mission of the College of Engineering’s $1 million Global Technology
Initiative.
The mission of the initiative’s study
tour in China is to present students with
“a global perspective, with a focus on technology and business developments in the
Asia Pacific region,” which is stated on the
GTI website.
Alben Cheung, a senior computer engineering major who is participating in the
study tour, kept hearing about the program and was curious to see what it was
about.
“From my finding, it’s a great program,
particularly for engineers that want to
study abroad but cannot do so with the
amount of classes we have to take,” he
stated in an e-mail.
Cheung also stated that he thinks the
program is great because it allows students to see what students do in the study
abroad program, but in a much shorter
time frame.
Last year, students in the program traveled to India for two weeks and toured
advanced technology companies, cultural
sites and universities in the cities of Mumbai, Pune, Hyderabad, Agra and Delhi.
Participating students have individual
goals for this trip.
“I expect to learn unspoken traditions
and habits that will make me more globally aware, culturally sensitive and morally
enlightened,” stated Ashley Love, a senior
electrical engineering and music major, in
an e-mail.
In preparation for her trip, Love enrolled in the “Technology and Civilization” course, Tech 198.
“(The class) discusses Chinese history,
their global contributions and the evolution of their culture due to external influences,” Love stated.
She said the course has helped her understand China’s culture and history.
To participate in the program, students
were required to attend an informational
session, submit an online application with
hardcopy transcripts and an essay.
Semifinalists were later interviewed,
and finalists were notified in December.
Miguel Rebollar, a sophomore civil engineering major, said he sees the upcoming
tour as a start of a new journey in his life,
to see the world and learn and understand
China as we see it today.
“Overall, GTI will make all of us global
leaders in the world we live in today,” he
stated in an e-mail. “I want to thank all of
our sponsors who made this possible.”
Belle Wei, dean of the College of Engineering, said students will get the chance
to visit the Great Wall of China and the
Forbidden City, and Wei may later join the
students on the trip.
She stated that she wants the participating students to “envision themselves
as global leaders and have a better understanding of global issues in general and
China in particular.”
Denice Calderon, a senior electrical engineering major, sees the importance of
the China trip.
“I recognize that there is an imperative

see TECH page 2
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Lecturer criticizes
educational systems
Whitney Ellard
Staff Writer
Twenty SJSU faculty members attended
the “Rethinking Education in the Age of
Technology” presentation in the Engineering building Monday.
The event was sponsored by the university’s e-Campus and presented by Allan Collins, professor emeritus of education and social policy at Northwestern University.
Collins, formerly the co-director of the
US Department of Education’s Center for
Technology in Education discussed what
educators should be “rethinking” when it
comes to education.
He discussed the incompatibilities between schooling and technology and the
consequences as a result of the difference.
“School will become a less important venue,” Collins said.
He said educational leadership needs
to be rethought because society is going
through a transition and different elements
need to be integrated.
Collins said people not taking advantage
of potential learning opportunities.
He believes there is diminishing authority in schools, stating that most students today can say they have seen a teacher cry.
“We need to rethink the high school,”
Collins said.
Collins said beginning in eighth grade,
students should be assigned counselors who
stay with them “like doctors.”
He said kids need certified counselors
who can help them begin, and continue, to
think about future careers.
Faculty members in attendance expressed
motivation concerns with students and
asked how they should address them.
“What I see in many of our students here
on this campus is a monumental lack of curiosity,” said child development chair Toni
Campbell.
Collins said educators need to rethink
transitions between learning and working.

WIRELESS
From Page 1
will begin March 28 and conclude April 8, according to
the schedule.
The remainder of the
schedule can be found by
searching the SJSU website
using the keyword “ITRP II”
and clicking the link to the

He believes that, as we move into a lifelong learning society, people are going to
be going back and forth between work and
school.
“Education is becoming customized,
highly interactive and learner controlled,”
said Collins.
He stated that America is lacking when it
comes to preparing students for work.
“We are the worst in helping kids get
from schooling to working,” said Collins.
He said it is getting harder because there
are more options in both working and
school directions, and that other countries
have apprenticeships that better help prepare kids for their futures.

“School will become a less
important venue.”
Allan Collins

Professor emeritus of education
and social policy
at Northewestern University
He said he believes educators should be
asking questions such as “How can we develop games that teach mathematical reasoning?” and “How can we make learning
technology’s resources available to more
people?”
“Part of the reason for technology and
part of the reason for the interesting things
people are doing with it is because they are
not necessarily following a coherent system.” geology Professor Don Reed said.
Collins said that the current educational
system does not foster self-motivation.
He believes children as young as 2 should
be given handheld devices that include children’s books, so they can teach themselves
to read.
“There’s all sorts of evidence that kids
are just fascinated with these handheld devices,” Collins said.

maintenance calendar.
The work is being paid for
by the Office of the Chancellor and will employ an outside contractor, according to
an e-mail from David Kessler
to the staff of the College of
Applied Sciences and Arts.
The contractor hired for
the project is prohibited
to work weekends or after
hours in an attempt to cut
overtime costs, according to

Kessler.
Kessler, a network systems analyst for the College
of Applied Sciences and Arts,
stated that the project must
be completed by April or its
funding will be lost.
The website also stated
that the upgrade will enhance the school’s ability to
better manage the network
for both wireless and local
area networks in the future.

Scheduled wireless maintenance for the upcoming week
PHASE
Phase E
Phase E
Phase E
Phase E

SJSU BUILDING
Art Building
Dwight Bentel Hall
Tower Hall
MacQuarrie Hall

TECH
From Page 1
necessity for Americans to be more culturally
aware as business becomes more global and
foreign populations become more industrialized,” she said.
She also stated she sees the initiative as the
beginning groundwork to help aid participating students future employers.
“As cultures, companies and peoples are
increasingly interconnected, our graduates
must be able to see things from multiple vantage points,” communication studies Profes-

DAY
Wednesday
Thursday
Thursday
Friday

TIME
9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

sor Andrew Wood stated in an e-mail.
Wood is helping organize the program and
will also be joining the students, along with
Richard Chung, a professor of material and
chemical engineering.
Wood stated the program is also aimed to
help students become more than just tourists.
“We challenge GTI participants to actively
investigate links between cultures, technologies, economic systems, communication practices and their own lives,” he said.
Wood also has high standards for the participating students.
“They are expected to take leadership roles
in our efforts to help globalize SJSU upon
their return,” he said.

Comment on our stories at:

spartandaily.com

SHOW
From Page 1
means to weed out liars
and solve mysteries.
Rosenberg said there
is no one facial expression for lying, and the
show goes about detecting deception by means
of collecting and observing facial expressions to
see if something is being
concealed.
It is Rosenberg’s job
to make sure that the science being represented
on the show is authentic
— she said a huge effort
is made to make sure the
major components of the
show are based on scientific findings and that 90
to 95 percent of the science on the show is accurate.
Where accuracy is lost
is usually in the “fast and
loose” nature of the show,
she said.
“It impressed me from
the beginning that they
wanted what the actors
were doing with their
faces to match what the
script called for and for
it to be scientifically on
point,” Rosenberg said.
Sophomore psychology major Jacob Harris
shared his respect for the
pursuit of accuracy on
the show.
“Out of all of the cop
and crime genres, this one
is definitely the best,” he
said. “It’s great because it
is all based purely on science.”
As one of the show’s
scientific
consultants
to the show, Rosenberg
reads and rereads a script
to ensure its accuracy,
critiquing and making
suggestions as she goes.
She is also responsible
for coaching the actors
on the correct facial positions called for in the
script.
It is a regular occurrence at Rosenberg’s
house to be up in the middle of the night recording
video examples of facial
expressions for the actors
to study.
“I can plainly recall sitting in my bathrobe, mak-
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ing faces into a camcorder
at 11 o’clock at night,”
she said. These video examples only further the
precision in facial positions sought out by show
creator Samuel Baum.
The facets of facial expression
According to Rosenberg and the system, there
are 44 different action
units used to describe all
observable facial expressions.
The muscles underlying the facial expressions
and the combination of
these units are what is
measured,
Rosenberg
said. For example, a number 9 is a nose wrinkle, 25
is parted lips and 26 is a
jaw drop — 9 + 25 + 26 is
one example of the emotion of disgust.
Rosenberg explained
that it is important to
remember that once you
have identified that a person has displayed an emotion, you realize that you
do not necessarily know
the causes or the target.
In the show, they take
things like signs of concealed nervousness, guilt
or grievance as red flags
that compel them to dig
deeper.
It is never a sure thing,
Rosenberg said — the
more elements presented
the better.
The show helps the
viewer to better understand the emotions being presented by making
connections to real life
examples of criminal investigations.
Flashbacks to actual
documented court cases
and widely known infamous criminals’ facial expressions while testifying
or speaking in interviews
aids the viewer in making
correlations.
Rosenberg shared that
while the Barry Bonds
steroid scandal was going
on, she and her team of
facial expression experts
went through and coded
Bonds’ entire interview
using the system, finding
several signs of concealed
emotions throughout the
clip. When they proposed

using some of these facial
position examples in the
show, Fox nixed the idea.
Other sources that can
aid in detecting deception
include variables such as
the voice — pitch, amplitude and oscillations and
speech information about
what the person is saying
— deflecting, parroting
and protesting.
Practical applications
When the lecture was
opened up for questions,
a student in the audience
inquired as to how this
science is being used in
the legal arena.
According to Rosenberg, facial expression
measurement is sometimes used with jurors,
clients and lawyers, and
that these are usually
more self-driven choices.
She said she has been
approached to work as a
jury consultant, helping
to choose juries for court
cases, but declined citing
“ethical weirdness.”
“Facial expression measurement is much more
accurate then the polygraph,” Rosenberg said.
She explained that the
polygraph is a measurement of arousal in the
central nervous system,
which is not very specific,
“allowing for a lot of false
positives.”
“Most people, even
an extremely good performer, cannot willfully
control facial emotion,”
Rosenberg
explained.
“It is still visible to a highly trained eye … it can be
as subtle as one facial action leaking through.”
Rosenberg, who is
married to Gregory Feist,
an associate professor
of psychology at SJSU,
said her husband is incredibly proud of having
planned “at least one successful birthday surprise
party” for her.
She explained that
when he was conversing with her about a
phone call he received
concerning the surprise,
she happened to be in
another room, conveniently unable to look at
his face.
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Army veteran’s memories hold snippets of history
BARBER
From Page 1
In an area that can fit two
barber chairs and a few seats
for customers, Annino, who
just celebrated his 78th birthday, has made a home out
of his shop with pictures of
his daughter, grandchildren
and great-grandchild hung
throughout the shop.
On Fourth Street in San
Jose, past apartment buildings
just a few blocks from SJSU,
is Annino’s shop with a sign
that reads “Since 1957” with
the iconic red, white and blue
pole spinning in the front.
Walking into the shop, Annino asks, “What can I do for
you today?”
A customer sits in the
chair, a chair that came to the
shop the same time that Annino did.
The sound of the clippers
fill the shop and Annino starts
to clip away doing what he
has done for most of his life
— cut hair.
Every morning at 7,. Annino opens up and sits and
waits for the next customer’s
hair to cut.
Sometimes he cleans up
the shop and reads the newspaper while he waits for the
next customer to come in, if
another one comes in at all.
Annino has been a barber
since he was drafted into the
Army, cutting hair in the military in France for 35 cents a
head.
“When I was in the military my commander pulled
my papers and saw that I was
a barber and had me send for
my supplies,” he said.
It was when his father
moved him to San Jose and he
returned that Annino decided
to open up shop in Downtown San Jose.
“I opened my shop on New
Year’s Eve in 1957,” he said. “It
took a while to get the paper
work done.”
In a time when barbers are
hard to come by, Annino remains one of the few in the
area.
He has cut the famous
Smothers Brothers’ hair, who
hosted a comedy hour on television, as well as former NFL
player Jeff Garcia’s hair.
“I remember Jeff Garcia
lived right down the street in
one of the apartment buildings,” Annino said. “He would
come in and get his hair cut
every so often. I knew him before his playing days.”
When Annino is not cutting hair he finds time to keep
active by doing push-ups,
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Fank Annino awaits the arrival of customers to his barbershop on Fourth Street, which has been in operation since 1957.
pull-ups and working out on
the exercise bike.
“I will keep on exercising
until I can’t anymore,” he said.
“I think it is important to stay
active.”
Besides exercising and
keeping in touch with family,
Annino’s life is dedicated to
the barbershop.
Since the opening of the
shop, San Jose has changed,
he said.
“When I moved in here the
rent was $100,” Annino said.

“When I was in
the military my
commander pulled
my papers and saw
that I was a barber
and had me send
for my supplies.”
Frank Annino

Barbershop owner
“I remember when there used
to be orchards all around San
Jose. A lot of the apartments
were not around here either.”
He has also been around
to see the changing hairstyles
that have varied throughout
the years.
Pictures of traditional
crew cuts hang throughout
the space, showing different
decades of crew cut styles,
including the traditional barber cut, the crew top, which is

when the hair is cut short.
Particularly during Beatlemania, he said, people wanted
to grow their hair long and
were not looking for a barber.
“I do all kinds of cuts,” he
said. “I am one of the few
original barbers around here.
During the time of the Beatles
I had to learn how to cut long
hair.”
The shop receives all types
of customers, but Annino has
had less business from students over time.
Annino relies on the regulars and the drop-ins that he
receives.
The amount of business
can vary each day. Sometimes
Annino finds himself with no
customers for a long period
of time, amd there are times
when customers fill the shop.
Steve Ferrari, a regular at
the shop, said he values his relationship with Annino.
Annino is concerned with
making his customers feel
comfortable and wants them
to enjoy their experience at
the shop, while sharing a few
of their own.
“I like customers that I
can have a good conversation
with,” he said.
Robert Krakower, a customer and SJSU student, said
he decided to drop into the
shop for a cut for the first
time.
“I usually go to other places to get my haircut,” said
Krakower, a senior RTVF major. “I have been to a barber
once when I was a kid. I have
always missed that family-run
feeling so I wanted to come
by and try this place out.”

“I was told about this place
from a friend of mine,” Krakower said. “It was definitely
one of the best cuts I have
had in a long time. I think students should check this place
out.”
Albert Mansilla was a new
customer that came into the
shop and enjoys the work that
barbers do.
“I feel that barbers do a better job at cutting hair,” Mansilla said. “Sometimes at other
places it is hard to communicate to other people what you
want.”
Annino has not always depended on customers walking
by the shop or recommendations from friends, but has
found that his business has re-

ceived high ratings because of
technological developments
such as Yelp.
“I have been told that I
have a good review on that
website called Yelp,” he said.
The website allows Annino
to gain more customers, but
he treats all customers as if
they are regulars.
Annino has experienced
a variety of customers that
bring unique stories and conversations to the shop.
“I remember one fellow
told me that there use to be
a train that ran down Fourth
Street,” Annino said. “I knew
it was true when the city
came along and tried to dig
into the street and found the
old tracks.”

Even a mural out back can
prove it, Annino said.
A haircut at the barber
shop has gone up from the $1
price it used to be to $15, Annino said.
Times keep on changing
and the Spartan Barbershop
continues to change with it.
For the time being Annino
does not plan on going anywhere and will continue doing what he has loved to do all
his life.
“Barbers don’t have a retirement,” Annino said. “I am
going to be doing this until I
can’t anymore.”
Visit spartandaily.com to
watch the multimedia
component of this story.

César E. Chávez Community Acon Center

AND SPECIAL GUEST FILMMAKER ABBY GINZBERG

SPECIAL SCREENING OF

SOWING THE SEEDS OF JUSTICE:
THE STORY OF CRUZ REYNOSO

MARCH 17 @ 6PM
MORRIS DAILEY AUDITORIUM
$5 Students || $10 General*
Tickets available from Ticketmaster
$10 suggested donation at the door
No one will be turned away for lack of funds;
only ticket holders are guaranteed a seat

Both a civil rights lawyer and
professor, Cruz Reynoso was the
ﬁrst Chicano lawyer to serve on
the California supreme court

CO-SPONSORED BY

DIVISION OF INTERDISCIPLINARY RACE AND GENDER STUDIES | POLITICAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT
COMMUNIVERCITY | MOSAIC | CALIFORNIA FACULTY ASSOCIATION | COLLEGE OF SOCIAL SCIENCE
INTERDISCIPLINARY SOCIAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT | OFFICE OF EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

www.as.sjsu.edu/cccac
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Nick Berd, a pilot from Florida, saw Frank’s shop on Yelp and dropped in.

This event is wheelchair accessible. For other accommodaons, such
as assistance with vision or hearing, please call A.S. César E. Chávez
Community Acon Centerat (408) 924-4143 or visit online at www.as.sjsu.edu.
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‘Birthright citizenship’ under attack
Michael Matza
McClatchy Tribune

PHILADELPHIA
—
Twelve years ago, Lizbeth
Ramos and her commonlaw husband, Juan, left their
hometown near Puebla,
Mexico, and set out on foot
across the desert for the Arizona border, to slip into new
lives as illegal immigrants.
He found work in a produce market in the Philadel-

phia area, she in a boutique.
They saved up to start a family.
Now 30, she lies on an examination table in Pennsylvania Hospital, at a weekly
obstetrics clinic for immigrant women, no status
questions asked. As a doctor
slides an ultrasound wand
over her bulging belly, her
eyes are transfixed by the
monitor. She is carrying
twins.
The moment they enter
the world, they will be what

their parents are not: U.S.
citizens.
Such is their birthright, granted by the 14th
Amendment to an estimated
340,000 babies born annually to undocumented immigrants.
But in the fight over immigration control, that
143-year-old constitutional
guarantee has become the
latest target and the delivery room the new front. The
pejorative “anchor babies”
already is in the lexicon.

NEWS BRIEFS
International
As U.S. debates military options, pro-Gadhafi forces
appear to take the initiative against rebels
Nancy A. Youssef and Warren P. Strobel
Los Angeles Times

RAS LANOUF, Libya — As the U.S. and NATO allies debated a no-fly
zone and other military options in Libya, forces loyal to Moammar Gadhafi appeared to seize the initiative Monday in counter-assaults against
opponents of the Libyan leader.
In the western city of Zawiya, government forces, backed by as many
as 50 tanks, inflicted heavy damage and killed dozens of rebel fighters
and civilians, a resident said, seizing at least partial control of a city that
had been in rebel hands.
In eastern Libya, pro-Gadhafi forces conducted airstrikes on Ras
Lanouf, a rebel-held oil terminal. Some fighters fled Ras Lanouf after
hearing rumors of a Gadhafi ground offensive that never came.
In Washington, the White House said it is studying military options,
including imposing a no-fly zone, and President Obama reiterated a
warning that Gadhafi and his allies would be held accountable for atrocities against civilians.
The 28-nation NATO alliance decided Monday to expand air surveillance of Libya from 10 hours a day to 24, said Ivo Daalder, U.S. ambassador to NATO, a step that could be a prelude to enforcing a no-fly zone
prohibiting Gadhafi’s forces from using air power.
But Daalder said discussions of a no-fly zone are still in the preliminary stage, and he questioned whether enforcing one would change the
military situation on the ground.
“The overall air activity has not been the deciding factor in the ongoing unrest,” he said, noting that Libyan jet fighter activity actually decreased over the weekend after peaking at the end of last week.

“Once a child is born
here, the parents make the
argument that they should
be allowed to stay as that
child’s guardian. They are
using that child as an anchor (to) play on our heartstrings,” said Pennsylvania
state Rep. Daryl Metcalfe, a
Republican who has built a
national reputation as a crusader against what he calls
“illegal alien invaders.”
Immigrant advocates dismiss his contention as myth
and point to a recent study
that found that undocumented immigrants generally “come for work and to
join family members.”
The Washington-based
nonprofit Immigration Policy Center concluded “they
do not come specifically to
give birth” and game the immigration system.
Such assertions have not
tempered the efforts of
immigration-control proponents to effectively do
away with “birthright citizenship” for the offspring
of illegal immigrants.
On the federal level, two
Republican senators, David Vitter of Louisiana and
Rand Paul of Kentucky,
want to accomplish it by
amending the Constitution — allowing automatic
citizenship only if a child
has at least one parent who
already is a citizen, a legal
permanent resident or an
active-duty soldier.
On the state level, Metcalfe, joined by lawmakers
from 40 other states, is promoting a package of model
legislation under the rubric
“National Security Begins
At Home.”

Among those suggested
bills: In lieu of automatic
citizenship, states would issue distinctly marked birth
certificates for the newborns of illegal immigrants,
to distinguish them from
U.S. citizens.
Pointing out that immigration policy is a federal
prerogative, immigrant advocates say that such proposals are beyond the scope
of state lawmakers’ authority, not to mention unconstitutional.
Metcalfe’s “model (birth
certificate) statute claims
not to confer any particular benefit or penalty on the
basis of the different markings,” said Alison Parker,
U.S. program director for
Human Rights Watch, an international advocacy group.
But “differentiating citizens
on the basis of their parents’
immigration status would
inevitably result in discriminatory treatment.”
Supporters of birthright
citizenship — including
the American Civil Liberties Union, the Mexican
American Legal Defense
and Education Fund, Migration Policy Institute
and the Constitutional Accountability Center — have
hit back hard, issuing white
papers on the 14th Amendment’s intent, organizing
pro-immigrant rallies and
running radio ads.
According to a 2010 Pew
Hispanic Center analysis,
undocumented immigrants
comprise slightly more than
4 percent of adults in the
U.S. But because of their
youth and high birthrates,
they produce an estimated 8

percent of the approximately 4.3 million babies born
annually.
What is the real anchoring power of “anchor babies?” Advocates contend it
is overblown.
U.S.-born children cannot
“protect their parents from
deportation,” the Immigration Policy Center’s analysis
stated. “Every year the U.S.
deports thousands of parents of U.S. citizens.”
Those children can sponsor their parents for permanent residency, but not before age 21.
In most cases, if the petition is granted, the parents
would still have to leave the
U.S. for at least 10 years —
the penalty for having been
here illegally in the first
place.
The center’s report concluded: “Undocumented immigrants do not come to the
U.S. to give birth as part of a
31-year plan.”
But birthright citizenship does have its benefits.
In households with typically low incomes, the infants are immediately eligible for Medicaid and other
government benefits —
even though their parents
are not.
In arguing for his legislative agenda, Metcalfe stresses the economic impact.
The estimated 140,000
illegal immigrants in Pennsylvania, he said, drain state
coffers to the tune of $1.4
billion a year — much of
it to cover uncompensated
emergency-room
services
for people “who shouldn’t
be on our soil in the first
place.”
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GYMNASTICS

Spartans smash Hornets, take first in every event
Melissa Sabile
Sports Editor
The SJSU women’s gymnastics team stomped Sacramento State in its own
home by a final team score of
194.025 to 192.125 on Sunday.
“I was really pleased with
the way it went,” head coach
Wayne Wright said. “We
started off pretty good, but
we did what we wanted to
do here, which was not worry
so much about the scores but
just to do what we do in practice. I thought we did a great
job in doing that as a team.”
The Spartans started the
meet off on bars, led by junior
Thomasina Wallace, who won
the event with a 9.875 and
sophomore Alyssa Telles-Nolan, who took third place with
a 9.750. Freshman Cassandra
Harrison scored a 9.675 and
was followed closely by senior
Shanice Howard who earned
a 9.625. Senior Lily Swann
scored a 9.550 and senior Katie Jo Merritt took a fall and
was only able to earn a 9.200.
The team finished with a
score of 48.475 for the event.
“We did have one fall,
but we didn’t have to count
it which is always good,”
Wright said. “It was uncharacteristic for (Merritt) to fall
on the trick that she fell on
but she pulled it together and
finished really well.”
The team then rotated
to vault and earned another
team score of 48.475. Harrison
took her first win of the season, outscoring everyone with
a 9.775. Swann came close
with a 9.725, clinching second
place. Wallace tied for third
with a 9.700. Merritt earned
the Spartans a 9.650 followed
by Howard with a 9.625 and
junior Aubrey Lee scored a
9.500.
After vault the Spartans
went to the floor exercise,
and though it has proven to
be the team’s strongest event
so far this season, the team
struggled. Wallace once again
won the event with a 9.875.
Harrison’s score of 9.725 was
only enough for sixth place
and was followed by Swann
and freshman Julia Greer,
who each scored a 9.675. Lee
received a 9.650 and junior
Casey McCord earned a 9.450
for the team.
“Floor was a little tight,”
Wright said. “We’re without
Katie Valleau, who is our No.
1 floor person for us. When
you’re without a 9.8 score,
that’s going to hurt us a little
bit. But I think Cassie, who
came in for her and stepped
up, did really well.”
Wright said the floor at
Sacramento State wasn’t up to
par and not the type of spring
floor the gymnasts were familiar with competing on.
“We had some uncharacteristic mistakes,” he said.
“We didn’t step out of bounds,
but we came a little close. All
week we were training for Sac
State. Their floor is what I call
a tight floor. It’s not the same
as floors that we usually compete on so the girls aren’t used
to it as much. I thought they
did a great job in handling the
different type of floor. “
After the floor rotation,
the Spartans made their way
to the balance beam, where
Greer captured the win with
a score of 9.775. Wallace
grabbed second place with a
9.725 and Lee took third with a
9.700. Swann earned the team
a 9.650, sophomore Holly Partridge followed closely with
a 9.625 and Merritt scored a
9.375. The team finished the
meet with a final beam score
of 48.475, the third time the
team received that particular
team score that night.
Wright said he was happy

with Greer’s beam performance and was glad that she
won the event, especially with
Greer’s history with Sacramento State.
“When Julia was being recruited, Sac State told her she
had a spot on their team as a
walk-on,” he said. “I gave her
a scholarship and an opportunity to compete as a beam
specialist here at San Jose
State. Julia has always been
exceptional on beam. This is
the second time she’s taken
first place against Sac State
this year.”
Greer said she felt good
about her beam performance
and was excited to stick her
routine.
“I just kind of knew when I
got up there that it was going
to be a good routine,” she said.
“Everything felt good about
it. I was really happy about it.”
Wright said the overall performance on beam was great
and he was proud of the team.
“Going into the last rotation on the road, staying on
beam was huge,” he said. “We
know we can be a good beam
team, and (Sunday) proved
that once again. I think when
you have meets like this when

they stay on and the scoring is
a little tight, you just got to be
strong. But the beam team did
a great job in finishing off the
meet and getting us a good
score that we can use to move
up in the rankings.”
Overall, Wallace said the
team did really well with
what it had to work with.
“We just basically went out
there and did what we were
practicing,” Wallace said. “We
didn’t pay attention to the
scores, we just did what we
know how to do.”
Greer agreed and said the
team did not falter the whole
meet.
“We didn’t give up even
when the scores were low,”
she said. “We just did our best
and kept pushing through.
I’m just really happy I made it
through floor. The floor was
really hard to tumble on so
I knew I just had to go for it
and give it all I got. But I survived and I made it.”
The Spartans hit the
road again and will compete
against Cal State Fullerton on
Friday to finish up the regular season before hosting the
Western Athletic Conference
Championships on March 19.

MEET RESULTS
VAULT
1. Cassandra Harrison
2. Lily Swann
3. Kailey Hansen
Nicole Meiller
Thomasina Wallace

SJSU
SJSU
SAC
SAC
SJSU

9.775
9.725
9.700
9.700
9.700
Photo: Vernon McKnight / Spartan Daily

BARS
1. Thomasina Wallace
2. Nicole Meiller
3. Alyssa Telles-Nolan

SJSU
SAC
SJSU

9.875
9.775
9.750

SJSU
SJSU
SJSU

9.775
9.725
9.700

SJSU
SAC
SAC

9.875
9.775
9.775

SJSU
SJSU
SAC

39.175
38.600
38.250

BEAM
1. Julia Greer
2. Thomasina Wallace
3. Aubrey Lee

FLOOR
1. Thomasinia Wallace
2. Katie Osaki
Jasmine Lipka

ALL-AROUND
1. Thomasina Wallace
2. Lily Swann
3. Amanda Blauvelt

Freshman Julia Greer performs her front aerial series on the balance beam during the
Spartans’ first win over Sacramento State this season on Jan. 28. Greer took first on the
beam in the January competition as well as winning the event on Sunday.
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Addictive gameplay results in
polished frog breeding simulator
Matt Young
Staff Writer
I’m apparently a sucker for virtual pet
games.
After years of snickering at kids lugging
around their Tamagotchi pets, I’ve found
myself wasting hours on end with a game
called “Pocket Frogs.”
Free for download in the iTunes App
Store, “Pocket Frogs” is a frog-raising simulator that is rather full-featured for a freebie.
As is typical with pet sims, you start with
a “Level 1” frog, are limited to a few habitats, which are essentially holding areas for
your digital amphibians, and have a limited
amount of coins to spend on things in the
game. You also start with a few stamps and
potions, which will be detailed later.
There are a number of variables that
make each frog unique. Maturity, happiness, speed and stamina
all affect the overall value
of a frog, and these stats
continue to climb as you
ascend to higher levels
through the accumulation
of experience points.
Maturity refers to what
stage the frog is at, from
egg to juvenile to adult,
while happiness is a gauge
that affects the performance value of the
frog. The happier the frog is, the better it
will perform to its potential. Potions can
be used to accelerate the maturity of developing frogs, and also raise the level of the
frog’s happiness.
Speed and stamina are related and determine how likely a frog is to win a race
against rivals. Both are necessary to win
races, which can either net you coins if you
place in the top three or your pick of one of
the competing frogs if you place first.
“Pocket Frogs” boasts a wide array of collectible critters, brightly colored in different patterns. Each frog can be bred with
another for even more sub-varieties, and

successful experimentation will eventually
yield frogs with even higher stats. Breeding
frogs is the quickest way to obtain experience points.
Backgrounds can be changed in habitats,
and the quality of the textures is impressive.
You begin with a basic patch of dirt
which can be upgraded to habitats featuring the look of denim jeans, rusty barrels,
river stones, and even interesting pictures
of old journal pages and calligraphy.
Within habitats you can place up to eight
frogs and can add a number of items to the
environment that raise the baseline happiness of the frogs there. From leaves to buttons, flowers and stones, these nice touches
really enhance the look of each frame.
Frogs can be moved from one habitat to
another, or can be given a try at the pond,
which features random lily pads that can be
traversed by touching the pads on screen.
Dragonflies of different sizes flit around
and can be eaten by getting your frog to intercept them mid-jump between lily pads.
Eating flies is a good way
to speed up the maturity of
your frogs, which require a
certain amount of real time
to elapse to mature. A certain number of flies have to
be eaten to tame frogs before they can be bred or used
in games, which also yields
experience points.
There are a few interesting aspects to
the game’s economy. While coins can be
used to buy frogs, environments and knickknacks for habitats, stamps are needed to
speed up the delivery of purchased items
still in the mailbox.
Stamps can be obtained by leveling up,
finding them in presents on pads in the
pond, or through purchase for real money
in the Pro Shop, which is where the developer of Pocket Frogs, NimbleBit, gets its
money.
A few game mechanics can be upgraded
through purchase in the Pro Shop, including the maximum number of stamps or po-

“I really dig Pocket
Frogs. It’s engaging,
versatile and most importantly,
not Tamagotchi.”

Screenshot: Justin Albert/ Spartan Daily

Pocket Frogs, available free on the iTunes App Store, features various gameplay elements
to create a robust on-the-go pet simulator.
tions that can be held, as well as reducing
the delivery time of items in the mailbox.
These range in cost from under a buck all
the way up to about $30.
As the player levels up, the delivery times
increase, as does the need for potions when
racing, so there’s the incentive for breaking
down and shelling out real money.
There are some nice optional social networking elements. Frogs and items can be
gifted, frogs can be requested from friends
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and you can check out a friend’s status if
you want to take the shame of playing a
frog sim into the public arena.
More variety in mini-games, which are
limited to a logic puzzle and the frog races,
as well as the possible inclusion of environmental variables, such as weather, would be
nice.
Still, I really dig Pocket Frogs. It’s engaging, versatile and most importantly, not
Tamagotchi.
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Introducing the political sociopath
The more I watch politics, the
more I’m convinced that America’s
shrinks should update their catalogs
of official mental illnesses to include
a new category of certifiable whack
job — the “political sociopath.”
A political sociopath is the sort of
public figure who, on a regular basis, requires the impartial observer
to plant hands on hips, shake his or
her head and mutter, “What the hell
is wrong with that guy?” or in the
case of Michelle Bachmann or Sarah
Palin, “that shrieking harpy?”
Among figures in U.S. history
who almost surely suffered this affliction were Woodrow Wilson, Joe
McCarthy, Richard Nixon and possibly George W. Bush.
But lately, the “Dear Leader” I’d
really love to see on the therapist’s
couch is Wisconsin Gov. Scott
Walker.
Even at a glance, the parallels between Walker and his Middle Eastern homies, Hosni Mubarak and
Moammar Gaddafi, are somewhat
eerie.
Sticking with examples in American culture, I lean toward a more
benign likeness.
Walker reminds me of Clarence
Day (played by William Powell), a
real-life family autocrat depicted
in a wonderful mid-century movie,
“Life with Father.”
American conservatives, who

Salman Haqqi

On The Contrary
have long deplored the government
“entitlements” bestowed on the unwashed and unworthy, are fond of
the term “nanny state.”
But I think there’s a right-wing
version of this concept, which I’d
like to call the “daddy state.”
The autocrat in charge, the
“daddy,” is almost invariably a dogmatic, egocentric, socially awkward,
strangely synthetic nerd.
Like Day, Walker is singularly illequipped for daddyhood and builds
the household, or the state, on the
delusion that it can be run “like a
business.”
The “daddy state” regards its citizens as a father perceives his kids —
children are perilously ignorant of
how to properly control their lives
or guide their futures.

We, the people, tend toward appetite and self-indulgence. We cannot grasp the value of a dollar. If we
are to be saved from ourselves, we
need to be restrained, scolded, denied, disciplined and watched over,
all the time. When necessary, we
should be lied to.
We are weak, but he is strong.
Daddy’s strength
is
transcendent,
ineffable. Father
knows best not because he defeated
his foes in some
temporal
political charade. He is,
more accurately, a
product of destiny,
anointed mysteriously with a karmic omniscience.
He has always
been Boss. He has
always belonged
up there, behind
the Big Desk where he has finally,
justly arrived.
There is no contradicting the
father. In “Life with Father,” Day
reaches the peak of his frustration
and outrage when his kids give him
lip.
As we see in the movies, however,
Day understands his children’s opposition — and he forgives, as does
Scott Walker.

It is, after all, the nature of children to complain and whine and
want their own way. Their rebellion
is the proof and definition of their
childishness.
The father doesn’t take guidance
from a baby when it’s well-behaved,
much less than when it’s throwing
a tantrum. The louder the protesters in Madison,
the stronger becomes Walker’s
conviction that
he knows best.
Popularity is
no test. A political sociopath
reviled in poll
after poll, like
Walker, is reinforced in his
rectitude. He
recognizes every flaming effigy and Hitler
mustache as a
childhood prank.
I first recognized Walker as a political sociopath from the way his
eyes behave on TV.
Watch closely.
They never entirely settle in one
place.
They rarely look directly into the
camera.
Even when you catch a glimpse of
him straight on, Walker’s gaze seems

“Nixon had this
creepy look, as did
George W., who
seemed to regard the
camera as a Peeping
Tom trying to catch
him with his fly open.”

Would it hurt us to be polite?
Muttering the simple words
Manners and courtesy are
“excuse me,” “thank you,” or even
now things of the past. Hold“you’re welcome” seems hard for
ing a door open for a person
people.
after you have gone through
Have we as a culture been lackseems like such a hard task for
ing in this department forever?
so many people.
Has our culture always thought
Will taking that extra five to
of ourselves to be so privileged
10 seconds to hold open a door
that we do not have to be nice to
really make a person later than
others? I do not believe that we as
he or she already is?
a society have been so arrogant for
For some people, it is even
that long.
too hard to open the door for
The onslaught of reality shows
themselves. I have seen some
Jesse Jones
depicting people acting as compeople use the automatic door
Staff Photographer
plete rude fools, getting paid milopener when they are not dislions to live in a house, go out and
abled. That is more of an issue
drink, fight and get laid by random
of being lazy, than being impostrangers has become a cultural norm.
lite.
Teenagers see this as society’s standards of how
But not being polite could be considered lazy
as well. Being polite to someone you do not know to act in public and then emulate them.
When we praise these imbeciles into thinking
takes a few extra steps that people are not willing
that they actually matter to our society, we infect
to add into their busy schedules nowadays.
It is even a thing of the past to call people “sir,” our culture with rudeness and selfishness, which
destroys what our culture actually could be.
“ma’am” or “miss.”

LETTER TO THE EDITOR:
RE: Sit-in disrupts the parking lot: A different perspective on the police
K.L. Perry wrote an article regarding the
sit-ins that took place last week, documenting the effort to protest the proposed cuts
against the university budget.
While I was reading this article, I kept
thinking about how great it is to have students voicing their opinions.
Therefore, to not contradict my thoughts,
I decided to do the same.
It was no surprise to me to once again
find the police being stigmatized in the media.
In the article, it was mentioned that one
of the protesters said the police “just try an
intimidate people and they don’t like any
type of speech.”
But how can a group of presumed enlightened individuals make generalizations
without taking into account the different
dynamics of a protesting environment?

fixed either just beyond his nose or a
million miles yonder.
Nixon had this creepy look, as did
George W., who seemed to regard
the camera as a Peeping Tom trying
to catch him with his fly open.
Walker’s contribution to this syndrome is a sort of deadpan emptiness
that would have sent shivers up T.S.
Eliot’s spine — “We are the hollow
men/ We are the stuffed men …”
A characteristic of “normal” sociopaths is an incapacity for compassion. Ted Bundy, for example,
couldn’t empathize with other people. But to get close enough to murder them, he became a good actor.
The rich — specifically the “corporate sociopaths” who prowl the
corridors of power — are the ones
who help prop up these political sociopaths. For the sake of a tax break
or a government deal, they’ll get in
bed with Hannibal Lecter.
They can feign loyalty, fake
friendship and perform superhuman
feats of ass-kissing, and they have no
concept of shame.
A specimen like Walker, in turn,
finds comfort among the greedy because the price for feathering their
already over-feathered nests is rockbottom, dirt-cheap.
This is a special appearance of “On
The Contrary.” Salman Haqqi is the
Spartan Daily Executive Editor.

The police were faced with the dilemma
of whether to allow the protesters to continue to break the law.
I just do not understand the notion of
criticizing the police when they are merely
trying to do their job.
To be fair, what was so difficult about
rallying through the campus legally?
If they do their job and enforce the handicap law while students are protesting, they
get criticized.
If they are lenient toward the students
breaking the law to protest, they still get
criticized for being there.
Yes, that is the job they signed up for.
However, we do not make it any easier
on the guys in blue because we want to
criticize every aspect of their job without
having any sort of training in law enforcement.
As educated individuals, I think we
should be above that.
Luis Escamilla
Junior sociology major

Stricter physical fitness tests should be enforced in high schools
reported if Leonard knew of his heart conMy heart was racing.
dition, known as dilated cardiomyopathy.
I knew that in a few moments the game
Most people born with the condition
would be decided.
will die in about 10 years if left untreated,
I caught the ball and shot it — you could
the article stated.
have heard a drop of sweat hit the floor as the
Leonard is not the first
ball traveled through the air.
person to die during a
Swoosh. It was a beautiful sound.
game or shortly after, nor
Suddenly, I was celebrating with teammates
will he be the last.
on the court, for my shot had won the game.
Yet, many can be saved if
It was one of the best moments of my life
they get screened for pre— a memory that I keep to this day.
existing heart conditions,
Minutes later, my heartrate went back to
which isn’t a requirement
normal.
Joey Akeley
for participation in high
On Thursday, Wes Leonard’s heartrate nevCopy Editor
school sports.
er went back to normal.
When I was in high
After making the winning shot to secure
school, I was required
his team a perfect regular season, the Fenville
High basketball star collapsed and died on the court during take a physical before participating in any
the postgame celebration, according to an article from the sport. The doctor would take my blood pressure, watch me
do a few pushups and crunches and set me free with his
Associated Press.
An autopsy showed that Leonard died from an enlarged signature.
heart, according to the article, and information on whether
The physical should not have cleared me to play — I could
the death was caused by athletics was not available.
have had hundreds of conditions and my doctor would have
According to an article in the Examiner, it has not been never known about them.

High schools need to be stricter on their policies that allow students to participate in athletics.
Students should not be allowed to play if they are not
screened for heart conditions yearly.
Although the chances of collapsing
and dying on the court are comparable
to predicting a perfect NCAA Tournament bracket, there’s no reason to let
high school students be allowed to take
that chance.
Even those who boast that they are
in great shape should not think they are
safe from heart conditions.
Just ask Leonard’s coaches, who reportedly said he was one of the bestconditioned athletes on the team.
What might have been the greatest
moment of Leonard’s life turned out to
be his last moment.
And Leonard, for no fair or just reason, happened to be
the unlucky one of the demographic.
It could just as easily have been me or any other high
school athlete, dead on the court for a condition we were
never required to check.

“What might have
been the greatest
moment of
Leonard’s life turned
out to be his last
moment.”
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RESTAURANT REVIEWS

Downtown restaurants
cater to late-night appetites
Jaimie Collins
A&E Editor
On any given Friday night, a smattering of
college students can be found roaming the
streets of Downtown San Jose.
Once the bars close their doors at 2
a.m., those students start out on the long,
stumbling trek home.
Often, they stop somewhere along the
way and grab a snack to satisfy their drunken
hunger.
Dining options during the late hours are
few and far between and those restaurants
that do have their open sign flickering tend
to serve food that is less than appealing.
Lucky for SJSU students, several restaurants within a two-block radius of campus
serve up tasty dishes into the wee hours of
the night.

La Victoria & Iguanas
In my household, the argument over which
burrito joint is better, La Victoria or Iguanas,
is an ongoing battle.
There are pros and cons to each location and often the defining factor is simply
personal preference.
La Victoria, shortened to La Vics, has a
menu boasting a variety of south-of-the-border cuisine, including carne asada burritos,
quesadillas and nachos, all for less than $10.
The food is pretty tasty and full of flavor. The restaurant’s claim to fame, however, is its orange sauce — a delicious, spicy
condiment that adds an extra kick to the
dishes.
Best of all, La Vics, located on West San
Carlos Street, is open until 3 a.m. on the
weekends.
Right around the corner on Third Street
is Iguanas, an equally popular and delicious

choice. Also open until 3 a.m. on the weekends, Iguanas is the home to the famous
Burritozilla, a 5-pound, 18-inch burrito.
For those with smaller stomachs, the
restaurant offers super burritos for $6 and
a variety of other Mexican dishes.
While its menu items aren’t as spicy as La
Vics, Iguanas meals are also very good and hit
the spot when you’re looking to quench that
burrito craving.
Hoagie Steak Out
On the corner of West San Carlos and
Third streets, students can find Hoagie Steak
Out, specializing in Philly cheesesteak sandwiches.
Hoagie is a relatively new restaurant in
San Jose (it opened in the fall of 2008) and
offers deli sandwiches in addition to cheesesteaks.
After spending about $6 for their sandwich, customers can accompany their meal
with a drink and French fries for about $3.
Most of the items on the menu are priced
at $7 or less and students with ID receive a
discount.
While I am partial to the cheesesteaks
at Peanuts Café on San Fernando Street,
Hoagie offers a suitable substitute.
City Restaurant
City Restaurant serves some of the best

2
N

pho in Downtown. Located north of campus
on the corner of Seventh and Santa Clara
streets, this Vietnamese joint keeps its doors
open until 3 a.m.
While the restaurant is pricier than the
other late-night options, costing almost $10
for most of its meals, it is still worth a try.
City Restaurant offers a large menu with
plenty of choices and the staff is nice and attentive, providing a scrumptious alternative
to fast food.
Pita Pit
In my opinion, there are better Mediterranean restaurants in San Jose, but Pita Pit is
also a worthy option.
Serving pitas stuffed with a variety of
meats and the customer’s choice of veggies, sauces and extras, Pita Pit is a win-win
choice.
The menu is full of cheap options with
most dishes costing less than $6.
Whether diners choose to eat in or take
out, Pita Pit is a good way to end the night.
Unfortunately for us night owls, few restaurants choose to stay open late enough to
please our pallets.
Those that do are sure to become quick
favorites.
Perhaps in the future, more locations will
follow in their footsteps.
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MUSIC REVIEW

Indie musician soothes souls with ‘Wounded Rhymes’
Jordan Liffengren
A&E Editor

Lykke Li, Swedish rocker
and darling, indulged fans
with her sophomore album,
Wounded Rhymes, by tinging
the compilation with her signature quirky and ethereal
indie-pop flavor.
Between her mother, a
former member of an all-girl
punk band, and her father, a
guitar player for a punk band
turned reggae, the Stockholm
native was birthed from a
family of musicians.
Although
Wounded
Rhymes sounds as though it
is a continuation of her first
CD, Youth Novels, this latest
musical endeavor can only
be described as a melancholy
delight to the ears.
First exposed in Drake’s
remix of her hit “Little Bit”
in 2007, Li has proven to be

a unique sound in a modern
maze of autotune and oversynthesized house music.
Those who appreciate
Yael Naim, DeVotchKa or
Florence and the Machine
would most likely be fans of
her work.
Definitely an odd and perhaps acquired taste, she uses
her “Little Bit” as a starting
point for Wounded Rhymes,
blending feminine flare with
shakers and native drums to
create toe-tapping tracks.
A bit of a contradiction to
her lyrics, her haunting melodies sound like catchy retro
tracks, like in “Jerome” and
“Youth Knows No Pain.”
They sound like eerie versions of the Raveonette’s hit
“My Boyfriend’s Back,” but
her words convey a lot more
pain.
“Once again it’s happening/ All this love is unrequited/ Twice the pain the suffering,” in “Youth Knows No
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Wounded Rhymes is the second album of Lykke Li’s career.

Pain” are obviously not the
most hopeful of phrases, but
her voice leaves such a pretty
echo, the meaning behind
the song goes unnoticed at
first listen.
“Sadness is a Blessing” follows the same suit with the
lyrics “Every night I rant, I
plead, I beg him not to go/
Will sorrow be the only lover
I can call my own?”
She also strips songs down,
like in “I Know Places,” using
few instruments and keeping
time signatures simple.
An attempt to make this
album epic with each song,
Li doesn’t exactly meet
expectations, but there’s no
denying the beauty of each
try.
“Rich Kids Blues” seems
to channel a bit of The Black
Keys and She & Him at times,
with a grittier rock sound.
A bit of a nice break from
the smoother, chill feel, it
shows that Li can mix it up.
What threw me off course
a bit was her NSFW (not
safe for work) track, “Get
Some.”
The lyrics are a bit risque
and out of the blue, revealing a deep desire to, well, get
some.
She says, “Don’t pull your
pants before I go down/
Don’t turn away, this is my
time/ I’m your prostitute,
you gon’ get some.”
The message is definitely
understood through the feel
of the song — it’s a bit more
down and dirty, with more
drums and fullness to the
piece.
Of course, there’s her single from the album, “I Follow
Rivers,” which sings true to
her oddball roots.
The video for the song
lacks a whole lot of action

and simply features a woman
following a man across a vast
terrain of ice for about four
minutes. It’s a good thing the
song can stand on its own

because the theatrics did
her no justice. With a sound
that follows in her previous
album’s footsteps, Li manages to play an eccentric, yet

pleasing card this time
around, sounding perfectly
like herself and embracing
the artist that her fans appreciate the most.

